We investigate the notion of "semicomputability,"
INTRODUCTION
We will examine computation and specification by means of Horn clauses on abstract data types, using a general theory of computable functions and relations on abstract data types. In this theory, an abstract data type is modelled semantically by a many-sorted algebra A, considered unique up to isomorphism, and various equivalent models of
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computation are used to define effectively computable functions and sets on A. Usually these models are generalizations to A of sequential deterministic methods of computing on the natural numbers, or finite strings; however we use a parallel deterministic formalism to study computability on A. We will formulate a concept of Horn clause computability that applies to any many-sorted algebra A and consider the following questions: Does Horn clause computability dejine only, and all, the " eflectively calculable" relations and functions on A? Does Horn clause computability, with its nondeterminism and potential for paral-
lelism, eflect the Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for computation on A?
And, since abstract data types may be axiomatically specified,
What is the relation between an algebraic spec@cation for A and a Horn clause program over A?
In order to answer these questions fully, we must extend the theory of computability to discuss the notion of spec@ability. We begin to determine the scope and limits of effective specification, and postulate an appropriate thesis for specification that complements the Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for computation on abstract data types. We show that Horn clause "computability" defines more than the effectively calculable sets on A, in general. We also show that algebraic specifications and Horn clause definability are complementary and equivalent specification tools. This paper is divided into two parts. Part A (Sections 1-4) sets the background, with an extensive discussion of the computability and semicomputability of functions and relations (see below). Part B (Sections 5-9) relates all this to Horn clause definability.
In Section 1 we give various definitions relating to the many-sorted algebra A. This algebra is assumed to be standard, i.e., contain a standard model of arithmetic W. We also introduce the algebra A* which extends A with sets of finite sequences of the elements of the sets of A. This structure A* will be important in the development of our work. Note that any structure can be standardized and "starred," by adjoining the sets sul and 3 and the sets of finite sequences, together with the appropriate operations, so we do not lose generality in focussing on standard and starred structures.
In Section 2 we sketch the theory of the cov inductively computable partial functions on A, introduced in [ 191. These are defined from the basic operations of A by composition, simultaneous course-of-values recursion and least number search. We also introduce the star inductively computable partial functions on A, which are defined by simultaneous primitive recursion (instead of course-of-values recursion) on A*. These two classes are shown to be equivalent, and henceforth we work mainly with the star inductively computable functions.
We believe that these functions are appropriate to establish the scope and limits of deterministic computation over an abstract data type. Accordingly, we record a Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for deterministic computation.
In Section 3 we turn to semicomputability. Horn clauses are designed to compute relations, rather than functions, so we define a relation R on A to be (i) star semicomputable if it is the domain of a star computable partial function on A, and (ii) projectively star semicomputable if it is a projection of a star semicomputable relation, i.e., if for some semicomputable relation S, R(x) YYS(x, Y).
These notions are distinct in general, because projectivity involves nondeterministic choice, but are equivalent on the important class of class of minimal algebras (such as N), which are generated by elements named as constants.
In Section 4 we present another approach to computability and semicomputability, via imperative programs-generally, some version of 'while' programs. For the case corresponding to projective semicomputability we define the new construct of initiafization of search variables. We also treat computation trees and Engeler's Lemma, which has important theoretical consequences, including a proof of the fact that projective semicomputability is not equivalent to semicomputability.
Finally we consider definability via 'while' programs with random assignments, which is again equivalent to projective star semicomputability.
In Part B we turn to Horn clause computability over A. This exercise involves a clarification of the interplay between functions, assumed as operations of A, and new relations, defined by a program, and is relevant to the design theory of logic programming languages.
In Section 5 we give the relevant definitions, and in Section 6 we prove:
Theorem. A relation R on A is definable by Horn clauses over A* 13 R is projectively star-semicomputable. If A is minimal then R is definable by Horn clauses over A" 18 R is star-semicomputable.
In Section I we consider other well-known notions of definability, due to Montague and Moschovakis, show their equivalence to Horn clause computability via results of Gordon [9] and, in particular, Fitting [5] .
In Section 8 we consider the important case when an abstract data type is axiomatically specified under initial algebra semantics.
Let C be a signature and E a set of Horn clauses (e. g., conditional equations) over C. Let Term(C) be the algebra of closed or ground terms over C and let Init( C , E) be the initial algebra of the specification or theory (C, E). Assume Init(C, E) is standard, i.e., contains a copy of the natural numbers. Let P be a set of Horn clauses over C.
Theorem. A computation by a Horn clause program P on Init(C, E) is equivalent to a computation by the Horn clause program H U E on Term(C).
Horn clause computability applied to Init(C, E) is thus equivalent to standard Horn clause computability on Term(C) (see [I 11 ). Hence the above result may be applied in an implementation technique for abstract data types in the context of logic programming; see also [7] .
In Section 9 we will review our answers to the general questions above. The relationship between computability on RI and logic programming has been considered by Tlrnlund [ 181, Sebelik and Stepinek [ 161 and Fitting [6] . Many-sorted logic programming has been considered in Cohn [2] and (6) boolean operations, including a complete set of propositional connectives, the constants true and false, and an equality operator eq, at some sorts i, including (at least) i = N and i = B. We call those sorts i with the equality operator eq,, equality sorts. ( We will see later where this assumption is used.
A C-structure A has, for each sort i of C, a carrier set A i, and for each function symbol F of type (i, , . . . , i,; i), a function FA : Ai1 x * . * x Aim -+ A i. The structure A is standard if A, = PI, the set of natural numbers, A, = $3 = (tt, ff), the set of truth values, and the standard operations have their standard interpretations on M and
Strictly Standard Signatures and Structures
We consider a notion stricter than standardness, namely strict standardness.
The signature C is strictly standard if the only operations with range sort N are the standard operations listed in $1.1. The structure A is strictly standard if its signature is.
Actually, strictly standard signatures and structures are easy to come by-whenever we standardize a structure, it is'automatically strictly standard! (If A contains the carrier M with non-standard operations on it, then the standardized version of A will contain another copy of l$l with only the standard operations on it.)
Strictly standard structures have some interesting properties, as we will see in $4.4. Now fix a (not necessarily strictly) standard signature C. We will consider classes KS of C-structures. We impose no restriction on R other than that it be closed under isomorphism. Such a class can be thought of as an abstract data type.
Fix such a class R, and consider a particular C-structure AER. We will extend A in two stages.
Unspecified Value u and Structures A" of Signature 1"
Given a standard C-structure A, for each sort i let ui be a new object, representing an ' ' unspecified value, ' ' and let A: = A ; U { ui} . For each function symbol F of C of type (i,, . . . , i,; i), extend its interpretation FA on A to a function by strictness-i.e., the value is defined as u whenever any argument is u. Then the structure A" with signature C", contains:
the original carriers A ; of sort i, and functions FA on them; the new carriers A; of sort i", and functions FA*" on them; a constant unspec, of type i" to denote ui as a distinguished element of A:; a boolean-valued function Unspec, of type (i; B), the characteristic function of ui; an embedding function ii of type (i; i") to denote the embedding of Ai into A?, and an inverse function jj of type (P; i), which maps ui to the denotation of some closed term in Ai (this being possible by the Instantiation Assumption) for each sort i; and finally (vi) an equality operator on A: for each equality sort i.
Also, R" is the class of structures A" for AEK.
REMARKS.
(1) (2)
The structure A is the X-reduct of A". (Two-and three valued boolean operations.) A" is itself a standard structure.
However it contains the carrier Bf" = { tt, ff, u} as well as B, with associated extensions of the original standard boolean operations, leading to a weak three-valued logic (see [19] , $1.1.61). Further, there are two equality operations on A: for each equality sort i: (a) the extension by strictness of eq" to a three-valued function eq,!,": A': xAY+B" which has the value uB if either argument is uj; (6) the "standard (two-valued) equality" on A: eq,!": A: XAY-tB, which we will usually denote by ' = ' in infix. (3) The structure A" has some resemblance to those considered in [8] .
Structures A * of Signature .Z *
Define, for each sort i, the carrier AT to be the set of pairs a* = (t, I) where 4: H-+AY, IEM and for all n 11, l(n) = uj. So I is a witness to the "finiteness" of t, or an "effective upper bound" for a*. The elements of AT have "starred sort" i*, and can be considered as finite sequences or arrays. The resulting structures A* have signature C*, which extends C" by including, for each sort i, the new "starred sorts" i* as well as P, and also the following new function symbols: (Thus justification for this is that if a sort i has computable equality, then clearly so has the sort i*, since it amounts to testing equality of finitely many pairs of objects of sort i, up to a computable length.) For CLEAT and ne$I, we write a*[n] forj,'(Ap,e(a*, n)). (So a*[n] is the element of Ai "corresponding to" Ap( a*, n)~Ay.) The standardness of A* follows from (vi) and the standardness of A". Also, $<* is the class of structures A* for AE!X (1) (2)
The structure A" is the C"-reduct of A*, and A is the C-redact of A*.
The " dynamic update" operator. The 'Update' operator defined above ' ' ignores" updates at points greater than the length of the array, i.e., if Update(a*, n, x) = b* where n 1 Lgth(a*), then Ap( b*, x) = u, not x. We might prefer a "dynamic" operator 'UpdateD' which, in such cases, makes the required update and simultaneously increases the length of the array appropriately, thus: UpdateD(a*, n, x) = b* where Lgth(b*) = max(Lgth(a*), n + l), and for all k,
In fact 'UpdateD' can be defined from our 'Update' by:
where a: = Newlength(a*,max(Lgth(a),
Conversely, 'Update' can be defined from 'UpdateD' using definition by cases (see 52.1). Tucker and Zucker [ 191. In that book we included addition, multiplication and predecessor among the standard operations on M; these are unnecessary, at least in the present context. Furthermore, the definition of AU there was such that the carriers Ai were "represented" by A; in A" (op. cit., $1.1.5 and $3.2.1, Remarks (2) and (3)).
Comparison with the definitions in book by
The present definition has some conceptual advantages: for example, A is now a C-reduct of A" and A*.
We collect some definitions and notation. Consider again a structure A of signature C.
(1) (2) 
Model with Bounded Memory: Inductive Computability
The induction schemes for this class define, on each A ER, (partial) functions as follows:
(9 The induction schemes described above are modified by replacing the scheme (v) for simultaneous primitive recursion by a scheme (v') for simultaneous cov ("course-ofvalues") (O,q = g;( 2) and for z>O,
are cov-computable (of suitable type), and for for some cov-computable 6,, so that for z > 0, ii< z, Js) < z. (Over i#J, all these schemes are equivalent to simple primitive recursion: see [lo, 5461.)
The class of functions thus characterized is more satisfactory, in the sense that (i) many of the theorems of classical recursion theory hold with this class, for example, a universal function theorem, recursion theorem and ST theorem; and (ii) many important independent models of computation can be characterized in terms of them. We were therefore led to formulate a generalized Church-Turing Thesis for this class of functions (see below), First, however, we wish to consider one more notion of computability (not discussed explicitly in [ 191).
New Model with Unbounded Memory: Star-Inductive Computability
A function on A is star-inductively computable ("star computable" for short) if it is defined by an induction scheme over C*, interpreted on A* (i.e., using starred sorts in its definition).
Theorem. Let f be a function on A. Then f is cov-inductively computable H f is star-inductively computable,
uniformly eflectively over R. 
PROOF.
A function on A* which is cov-inductively computable on A* is star-inductively computable on A* (by the Theorem applied to A*). i.e., inductively computable on A**, and hence (by the above Remark) inductively computable on A*. n
Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for Deterministic Computation
In Chapter 4 of [19] , the cov inductively definable functions, and their equivalents, were examined as possible formalizations of "effective calculability" over abstract data types. It was argued that "effective calculability" is ill-defined as an informal idea, when generalized; but that the informal ideas of deterministic computation and operational semantics are meaningful and equivalent in an abstract setting. This led to the postulation of a generalized Church-Turing Thesis, which (in the present context) can be formulated as follows.
Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for Computation. Computability of functions on standard structures by deterministic algorithms can be formalized by cov-inductive computability or star-inductive computability.
Note again that any structure or class of structures can be standardized and "starred. " Further equivalent models of computation, in support of this thesis, will be given in §4.
In Part B, we will give a second version of this thesis for specification, involving the types of formalism considered below for relations.
Two Facts about Inductive Computability
We state here two results from Chapter 4 of [19] that will be needed later. The first concerns term evaluation.
Proposition 1. Term evaluation on A is uniformly cov inductively computable on A.
More precisely: Fix a list of variables $ of sorts 7= j,, . , j,. Let Term(G) be the class of program terms over C with variables among $ only, and let i t 1 ESI denote the Gadel number of the term tETerm( i4). Then for i = 1, . . , r, the map te>:$l~A[z]+A~,, where te>( 1 tl , ii) is the value of t when $ is evaluated as 2, is cov inductively computable, uniformly for A E X.
By the equivalence of 'cov' and 'star', we also have:
Proposition I *. Term evaluation on A is uniformly star inductively computable
on A. We can define a system of indices or "relation schemes" for each of these notions of semicomputability. For instance, we can take the index of a semicomputable relation to be simply the index (i.e., scheme) of the computable function of which it is the domain; the index of a projective semicomputable relation to be the index of such a function together with the tuple of coordinates along which it is projected; and the index of a range-semicomputable relation to be the tuple of indices of functions comprising the mapping of which it is the range.
Such an index actually defines a family of relations on W.
The three concepts of semicomputability coincide, of course, in the classical theory over 81. In the abstract case, the second and third are equivalent, assuming the relation has equality type. (This was defined in $1.5(3).)
Proposition 2. Let R be a relation on A with equality type. Then R is projectively semicomputable # R is range-semicomputable, uniformly eflectively over 8.
Actually, all the equivalences proved in this paper will be uniform effective over IX, in the sense of defining effective transformations between indices.
PROOF.
where f is inductively computable, of type (k; 0 Let us take a special case, for notational simplicity. Suppose "k = k,, . . , k, and T= (1,2,3) . So R= {(x,J,, Xj)l3Xq,Xgf(X,,..',Xg)l}.
Now we must find computable g' = g, ,J*, g, such that R = ran( g').
Here is an informal algorithm for gj of type (k; k;) (i = 1,2,3).
With input 2:
If and when f( 2) 1, output xi.
Then gj is inductively computable. This follows from the Generalized ChurchTuring Thesis. However, we can give an induction scheme for g,, based on those for f, using definition by cases, and the equality operator on N: n What about the relationship between "ordinary" and projective semicomputability? In general, these are not equivalent. We return to this topic in the next subsection. However the special case of existential quantification over RI can be dealt with now: PROOF. As in the classical case, we can effectively "search" for the existentially quantified z by means of the p operator: Suppose R = dam(f), where f is semicomputable. Then its projection on M is the domain of the semicomputable function g, given by
~ov-~e~icomp~~~~le Re~at~~~
Now let us repeat the work of the last subsection, replacing 'simple' by 'cov' semicomputability. Let R be a relation on A.
~e~n~t~on 1'. R is cov-semicomp~tab~e iff R is the domain of a cov-inductively computable function.
Again we have, for this notion, a version of Post's Theorem:
Proposition f'. A set on A has cov-computable characteristic function IH both it and its complement are cov-semicomputable.
Definition 2'. R is projectively cov-semicomputable itI R is a projection of a cov-semicomputable relation.
DeJinition 3'. R is range-cov-semicomputabie iff R is the range of a cov-semicomputable mapping.
Now all the results in $3.1 carry over to this framework-e.g., the second and third concepts defined above coincide:
Proposition 2'. Let R be a relation on A with equality type. T'en R is projectiveiy cov-semicomputable H R is range-cov-semicomputable, uniformly efictively over 8X.
We return to the relationship between "ordinary" and projective cov-semicomputability. In general, these are not equivalent:
Coanterexampfe. Let A be the field of reals, and consider the relation R(x, y) =df x = yz on A. Assume the reals form an equality sort. Then R is semicomputable, but the projection of R on the first argument:
i.e., the set of all nonnegative reals, is not semicomputable, or even cov-semicomputable. The proof of this depends on the following result: ~ernrn~ 1. Any cov-semicomp~tab~e subset of the~eld of reals is either countable or co;lnite in that field.
The proof of this, which depends on the notion of computation trees, is postponed until $4.5.
On the other hand, the following Selection Lemma gives a sufficient condition for the two concepts to coincide on an abstract structure A. Taking the special case I= N (since W is included in any substructure of A), we obtain closure of cov-semicomputable relations under existential qualification over RI (as with semicomputable relations: see Proposition 3 in 0 3.1). As another example, on minimal structures (i.e., structures in which all elements of the carriers are named by closed terms), the two concepts of ordinary and projective cov-semicomputability coincide:
Lemma 2 (Selection Lemma
Corollary 2. If A is minimal, then R is cov-semicomputable w R is projectively cov-semicomputable.
Star-Semicomputable
Relations Now let us again repeat the work of the last subsection, replacing semicomputability. Let R be a relation on A. 
Some Other Notions of Semicomputability
We briefly mention here two related notions.
Projective Computability
A relation R on A is projectively computable if it is a projection of a computable relation on A, i.e., a relation whose characteristic function is computable. Similarly for projective cov and star computability.
In [22] we showed that (on equality types) projective star computability is equivalent to projective star semicomputability.
.I$: Definability
Consider the first-order language over CT. A bounded quantiJier has the form 'vk < t' or '3 k < t', where t is a term of sort N; an elementary formula is one with only bounded quantifiers; and a CT formula is formed by prefixing an elementary formula with a string of existential quantifiers and bounded universal quantifiers (in any order). (Such formulas were used for proof-theoretical investigations in [21] and [23] .) CT definability is also equivalent to projective star semicomputability (on equality types). This is actually implicit in an expressibility theorem for 'while' computable functions in [19] , $3.5.2. Again, details are given in [22] .
Looking Ahead
In Part B we will investigate which (if any) of the four main notions considered in this section: simple semicomputability, cov (= star) semicomputability, projective cov semicomputability and projective star semicomputability, corresponds to the notion of "effective specifiability, " as determined by Horn clause definability.
But first we present, in the next section, another approach to the computability of functions and semicomputability of relations, by means of 'while' programs, which involves an analysis of initialization of variables. Note that there may also be auxiliary variables in S (distinct from the input and output variables), which we assume to be completely uninitialized.
DEFINABILITY OF FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS BY IMPERATIVE PROGRAMS

Computability of Functions by i/o-Programs
The i/o-program [S, z, w] is assumed to be R-functional, which means that on any A E&I, and for any values of the input variables ; on A, the program will (deterministitally) either halt, with a given output, or diverge (leading to an undefined value for the function at that argument), but never abort.
To clarify this: we assume that all variables, apart from the input variables, are b::= yB 1 F( t;l, . . . , t$) 1 (tf = tg 1 (tfJ < tz")
where F is a unction symbol of C with range sort B, and i is any sort of EC.
REMARK.
Note that because of the 'if. . . fi' construction, the set of closed program terms over C is more extensive than the set of closed terms over X as usually defined. We will see examples of the usefulness of the 'if _ . . fi' construction later. Now we define the class of 'while' program statements S, . . . over E: This approach to the definition of computable functions is equivalent to that in $2.1:
Theorem. Let f be u function on A. Then f is 'while'-computable H f is inductively computable.
In fact there are uniform eflective transformations between induction schemes and 'while' programs, which define the same famikes of functions on R.
The proof is given in [ 191.
'while '-Array Computability
Suppose now that the 'while' programs can contain indexed variables. (Of course, the input and output variables will be simple; only the auxiliary variables may be indexed.)
We could formalize the notion of finite array in two ways: (i) exactly as in [19] , in which arrays are functions on M with values equal to u almost everywhere; or (ii) as above ( §1.3), where arrays are taken as pairs, incIuding explicit upper bounds or "lengths."
Both these approaches turn out to be equivalent, at least with regard to defining functions. The first approach seems to be more convenient.
So the syntax is now 
. 1 a;[ tN] := t'
where ai is an array variable of sort i and the index tN is of sort N.
Note that the input and output variables of an i/o-program are still simple; only the auxiliary variables may be indexed.
Again, this approach matches that in $2.2:
Theorem. Let f be a function on A. Then f is 'while'-array-computable e f is cov-inductively computable. (Again, this is uniform efictive over K)
The proof of this is also given in [ 191. (Outline) . The basic idea is very simple-starred variables can be viewed as finite arrays, and an assignment to (or test on) a starred variable can be simulated by a finite sequence of assignments to (or tests on) indexed variables, with index ranging (or looping) over the length of the array. However the details are rather tricky. The main problem is that A* is built up over A", not over A, and the Instantiation Assumption must be used. The proof is given elsewhere in full. n
I .3. 'while '-Star Computability
The Theorem stated in $2.3 ("the equivalence of cov and star") follows immediately from this lemma and the Theorems in $4.1.2 and $4.1.3 above.
REMARK.
We have so far shown the following equivalences, in support of the Generalized Church-Turing Thesis for Computation ($2.4):
. cov-inductive computability . star-inductive computability . ' while'-array computability . ' while'-star computability. 
Definability of Relations by i-Programs
Corollary. Let R be a relation on A. (I) R is 'while' definable @ R is semicomputable. (2) R is 'while'-array definable e R is cov-semicomputable. (3) R is ' while'-star definable o R is star-semicomputable.
REMARK
2. We know from the Lemma in $4.1.3 that (2) and (3) coincide. Also, these are (apparently) stronger than (l), although we have been unable to prove this.
Definability of Relations by 'while' Programs with Initialization
We now introduce a new feature: definability with the possibility of arbitrary initializa- Corollary. Let R be a relation on A.
(
i) R is 'while' definable with initialization e R is projectively semicomputable. (2 i) R is ' while'-array definable with initialization e R is projectively cov-semicomputable. (3,) R is ' while'-star definable with initialization e R is projectively star-semicomputable.
REMARK.
To compare these three classes of relations with one another and with the three in $4.2: we know that (li) is strictly stronger than (2) and (3) 
Engeler's Lemma
One can define, for any 'while' program S over C, and vector G of program variables such that var(S) E G, the computation tree ,7 [ S, G] 
Theorem 2 (Engeler's Lemma, Version 2). Let R be an algebraic relation on a strictly standard C-structure A. Suppose R is star-semicomputable (or, equivalently, cov-semicomputable) on A. Then R can be expressed as an eflective (infinite) disjunction of boolean terms over C.
The proof is given in [22] . (Algebraic relations were defined in $1.5(4).) We have the following result in the converse direction.
Proposition. Let R be a relation on the C-structure A. If R can be expressed as an effective (infinite) disjunction of boolean terms over C, then R is cov-semicomputable (or, equivalently, star-semicomputable).
Combining
Engeler's Lemma (Version 2) with this result gives the following "structural" characterization of star-semicomputable relations, among those which are algebraic on strictly standard structures.
Corollary. Let R be an algebraic relation on a strictly standard structure. Then R can be expressed as an effective (infinite) disjunction of boolean terms over C 18 R is cov-(or star-) semicomputable.
Proof of Lemmas in Section 3
We will now prove Lemma l* in $3.3 (or, equivalently, Lemma 1 in $3.2), which gives an example (the nonnegative reals) of a projectively semicomputable set that is not star-semicomputable. Next (by writing the boolean disjuncts in disjunctive normal form, and absorbing the disjunctions into the "big disjunction" (l)), the disjunction in (1) can be rewritten as v bjobl This completes the proof of Lemma 1 * in $3.3.
'while ' Programs with Random Assignments
We now consider the 'while' programming language over C, extended by the random assignment u i:= ? for all sorts i of X.
Let [S, G] be an i-program ($4.2) i.n this language. The halting set of [S, G] on A, or the relation defined by [S, ;] on A, is the set zi of tuples of elements of A such that if I; is initialized to si, then for some values of the random assignments, S halts.
Definitions. Let R be a relation on A, defined by [S, V].
(1) R is 'while'-random definable (on A, by [S, ;;I) if S is a 'while' program over A with random assignments (to simple variables). (2) R is 'while'-array-random definable if S is a 'while'-array program over A with random assignments (possibly to indexed variables).
(3) R is 'while'-star-random definable if S is a 'while' program over A* with random assignments (possibly to starred variables). REMARK 1. Clearly, (3) implies (2) (the "easy" direction of the proof of the Lemma in $4.1.3), which trivially implies (1).
REMARK 2. Definability with random assignments can be viewed as a generalization of the notion of definability with initialization, since initialization amounts to random assignments at the beginning of the program. We may ask how the two notions of definability compare. We will see that, at least in the case of programs over A*, the two notions coincide-both are equivalent to projectively star-semicomputability.
Theorem. Let R be a relation on A. If R is
(1) ' while'-random definable, or (2) ' while'-random-array definable, or (3) 'while'-random-star definable, then R is projectively star-semicomputable.
The proof is given in detail in [22] . Briefly, we define a computation tree for a 'while'-random program. In such a tree, as a result of '?'-assignments, program variables "proliferate," but can be represented by single-starred variables.
PART B: HORN PROGRAMS AND DEFINABILITY
HORN PROGRAM DEFINABILITY
Let C be a signature which (unlike those considered so far) includes relation symbols R, each of fixed type. We define the following syntactic classes (all relative to X): Terms t are defined inductively by (P, R,, C,, C) , where C is C, together with the new relation symbols R,, . . , R, (p 2 0), and P is a finite sequence of Horn clauses over C, each of which has, as head, a relational atom:
. . , Q.
Substitutions 8 (over C) are defined as in [ 11, $41. In addition, for a C-structure A, we define a valuation over A to be a function u from variables to elements of A (of the correct sort).
Let 9= (P, R,, C,, C) be a Horn program over C, with PC (H,, . . . , Hh). Assume P includes the equality axioms for R,, . . , R,, i.e., the clauses R; (x,,..., y,, . . , xm) *xj = y/, R(x,, . . , xj,. . , x,,,) (where the variables have the correct sorts) for i = 1, . . , p and j = 1, . . , qi (the arity of R,).
Suppose R, has type x = k,, . . , k,. 
REMARKS.
(1) The purpose of (7 is (only) to define the goal relation R,, together with the auxiliary relations R, , . , R, which help in defining it. The program .B is not being used to define the "old" functions (from C,) or the equality relation, which are considered to be "known"
and fixed in A. There is thus no need to eliminate any equational atoms. That is why we stipulate that (i) the heads of all clauses in .'@ involve only the new relations, and (ii) a computation of .3" succeeds when we end up with a goal Gendr which is not necessarily empty, but contains only equational atoms, which are (furthermore) satisfied in A by some valuation u.
(2) Note the "nonstandard" aspect of our computations (compared to [ 11, $71) : we obtain an answer, in a successful computation, by applying to the variables in the computation not only a sequence of substitutions BO, . . . , O,, but also, in the last step, a valuation u satisfying the final goal, so as to obtain a tuple of elements of A. Notice also that the structure A only enters in this last step.
Definition (Relation Definable by a Horn Program).
(1) Let A be a &-structure, Y= (P, R,, C,, C) as above, and let+RA EA [~] .
RA is said to be (Horn) definable by 9' over A if: for all z~A [k] , iieRA iff z is the answer given by a successful computation of 9 over A.
(2) Let qbe a class of X,-structures, and R = (R A (-) This is the easy direction.Suppose
, where CY is an induction scheme on C*, k is a list of (possibly) starred sorts, and "k ) T is a sublist of unstarred sorts. First construct, following the method of [16] for 'Xl (or see [ 11, §9] ), a Horn program (over C*) which defines the graph F of CY '. This is done by induction on the complexity of CX. (We should remember that our schemes include simultaneous instead of simple recursion, but the technique in [16] still works.) We add the final line where ii is a sublist of % of sorts k 1 i, corresponding to the given projection.
It is not clear (in this direction) why we need starred sorts at all! That will be clarified in considering the reverse direction. (=) We will use the two facts about inductive computability presented in $2.5.
So suppose R 12 definable by the Horn program 9s (P, R,, Cz, C*), where R, has type k. We must find a cov induction scheme (Y such that R is a projection of the domain of o A.
Let ii be the list of variables, of sorts z, in the goal clause G, = +RJii), znd suppose all variables of P are included in the list G = u, , . . , u, , of sorts l=I,,..., im, disjoint from ti. Suppose first, for simplicity, that no variables in G are starred. The funrtion f thus defined is star-computable. The projection of its domain along A[ k] then gives those q-tuples 2 for which there exist a semi-successful computation of R,, and a valuation of the variables in 9, giving a successful computation of R, over A, with answer si, as desired.
Suppose, finally, that the variables \; occurring in P may already be of starred sorts. Then we can represent sequences of these as "doubly starred" variables, or two-dimensional arrays, which can, however, be effectively coded as one-dimensional arrays ($2.3, Remark). n
EQUIVALENCES WITH OTHER MODELS OF COMPUTABILITY
We present here a few more models of computability and consider their relationship to Horn-star definability. Their mutual relationship has already been considered in [5] .
The context of all these models are single-sorted structures which are either algebraic A= (A,F ,,..., Fk,c ,,..., c,) , where the Fi are functions on A of fixed type and the cj are constants, or relational B = (B, R, , . . . , R,, c, , . . . , c,) , where the Ri are relations on B of fixed arity and the cj constants.
Such a structure, say B, is "elaborated" or extended to a structure B* (where * is one of 's,' ' w,' or 'p'). in one of three ways:
(1) (2) It is shown in [5] (working in the context of relational structures) that these three extensions are essentially equivalent. The models of computability given below were all originally defined relative to one or other of these three extensions.
We will consider how these concepts translate into the context of our many-sorted, standard algebraic structures. We note, first, that Fitting's notion of 'r.e. in rec(B*)' (IS], Chapter 1, $3 and $11) corresponds closely to our notion of Horn-star definability.
We therefore call it Horn-star definability in Fitting's sense. We will give the exact connection with our notion in $7.3. First we consider (in §7.1) three other models of (semi)computability of relations, and also (in $7.2) their mutual equivalence. (1) An atomic set formula over B is an atomic formula in the signature of 3 or a formula xey (x, y ranging over B").
(2) A C" formula over B is one built up from atomic set formulae over B, using conjunction, disjunction, existential quantification and bounded universal quantification (Vx~y).
(3) A relation R on B is C" definable if it is definable by a Cs formula over B.
One can similarly define, for the structure B", the notions of atomic word formula, using 'z = x * y' ~con~atenation of words) instead of 'xey'; and simiIarly C w de~nabi~ity, with bounded universal quanti~cation formulated as 'VX seg y', expressing that the word x is a segment (not necessarily initial) of the word y. A more direct analysis of the relationship between Moschovakis' search computability and star-inductive computability (or semicomputability) would be interesting. Some interesting results on search computability over certain structures are given in [17] .
HORN CLAUSE AXIOMATIZABLE CLASSES
Now let us consider, as a special case, Horn axiomatizable classes of structures over a given signature C,, i.e., classes R = Mod( C,, E) of &,-structures axiomatizable by a set E of Horn clauses (for example, conditional equations). Assume E includes the equality axioms for C,. Such a class has an initial model Init(C,, E) ([ 121) . The carriers here consist of the congruence classes of the ground terms of C, with respect to C,, where the congruence relation (interpreting equality) is generated from E.
The problem now is that Horn axiomatizable structures need not be standard! Even the initial model might not be standard. The problem, briefly, is that there may be a function symbol f in C, with range sort N, without corresponding axioms in E capable of "reducing" a closed term of sort N containing f to a numeral. (In the terminology of [25] , the specification E may not be "sufficiently complete.")
We will therefore consider only those classes Mod(C,, E) in which (at least) I=,, Init(C,, E) is standard (e.g., if CO is strictly standard), and consider Z itself.
Since Z is a minimal algebra, a relation on Z is projectively star-semicomputable if and only if it is star-semicomputable (by $3.3, Corollary 2*). Furthermore, the notion of Horn definability of relations on I, as defined in $5, reduces to the "standard" notion (as in [l 1, Q7]), in the following sense.
Theorem This result should be compared with Theorem 1 in [7] . The user's facility to model, specify, and program, using abstract data types, can be added to a conventional logic programming language and implemented by compiling into "standard"
Horn clause programs for term structures and employing established techniques.
The importance of initial models in the specification of abstract data types has been clearly demonstrated in [8] . For more recent work in this area, see [3] .
CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR A GENERALIZED CHURCH-TURING THESIS
In $2.4 we formulated a generalized Church-Turing
Thesis for deterministic computations. In the present paper, we have studied various nondeterministic formalisms, including programs with initialization and, most notably, Horn computability, which, as we have shown in the Theorem of Section 6 and the counterexample of $3.2, extends deterministic computation by requiring a nondeterministic search or selection over the structure (in the last stage). These nondeterministic formalisms are best viewed as formalisms for definition or specification of relations, rather than for computation. It is an interesting fact that their theory is distinct from that of the deterministic formalisms that are the starting point of programming.
Of course, in the case that A is minimal, the two formalisms are equivalent, namely: every spect$cation can be implemented and every implementation can be specified.
In thinking about specification, implementation and computation, a first step is to assume that relations are specifications of problems, and functions are specifications of algorithms for their solutions. Typically, we have:
. ' while'-star de$nability with initialization l Horn star definability.
Note again that any structure or class of structures can be standardized and starred. In connection with this Church-Turing Thesis for Specification, many points remain to be discussed; an extensive analysis appears in [22] .
